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RANGE 1iA1AGEMENT ON PRIVATELY OWD LAD3 

Introducti on 

Vrhere7er man has set foot on this globe the grazing 

of domestic animals - first the cow, then the horse, sheep 

and hog - has beer. the first form of agric'ilt.ure practiced, 

As has been well said, "the cow has always been the advance 

agent of civilization", 

Pasturage for livestock has always been an indispen- 

sable source of commodities essential to life, 'i'o.ay, in 

spite of all of our intensive agricultural practices, the 

production of meat, hides, and wool by grazing animals is 

the cheapest, most economical method knovn. fake from the 

frrivìers of the United States their pastures and livestock 

and our whole agricultural structure would fall. 

To the uniriat.iated the word "pasturage" implies grass 

as the one food for the grazing animals. This is not always 

the case, however. Past.urae is defined by students of the 

subject as follows; 

"Pasturage includes all herbaceous feed gathered dir- 

ectly by domestic animals. When the plants are shrubs 
or 

trees the pasture is called 'browse'. Feed consisting of 

acorns and other nuts that have fallen from the forest 

trees is termed 'mast'. This term is also extended to 

include the berries of palm trees arAd the seeds of pine 

trees. (i) 

Probably the cradle of he range grazing business 

was in the great state of Texas, where the raising 

(i) Refers to corresponding number in "Literature Cited". 
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of cattle and horses, and later sheep, on the wonder- 

fully grassed plains that stretched for unbroken leagues 

wherever one went, was undertaken on business basis. 

The business grew until there was a glut of stock all 

over the state and it was almost worthless because of 

the lack of a market. 

In 1867 those great trails from the south through 

the great 1ains, across the Indian Territory into Kan- 

sas were established, which relieved the Texas ranges 

of their surplus cattle. Thus, was brought about an ex- 

pansion in the cattle business, Practically all of the 

Western States awoke to the opportunities that were of- 

fered for raising cattle and sheep upon the open ranges 

that lay west of the Mississippi River, from the border 

of Canada to that of Mexico. Great cattle companies were 

formed in the east and also in Europe whose promoters 

went into Texas and bought thousands of long horned 
cat- 

tle and moved them north onto the vacant ranges. Mill- 

ions of dollars were inveeted in the enterprise and for 

a few years millions were made, principally in speculat- 

ion, promotion and on paper. () 

Soon the ranges became crowded and there was a con- 

stant pushing forward farther and farther out into the 

orairies. Eventually the advance guard from the far east- 

ern coast met the tide of pioneers from the western coast. 

In the Southwest they met. along the Rio Grande in hew Mex- 

ico and Colorado, while in the Northwest those that crowd- 
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ed over the Cascades in Oregon and Washington met, the 

2dvancing tide from the east pouring into the 'backbone 

of the Rockies, and - the frontier was no more. 

Not an acre of land was left unoccuoled, and ranges 

that for permanent and regular use would have been over- 

stocked with a cow to every hundred acres were loaded un- 

tu they were carrying one cow to every tsn acres. Grad- 

ually the native grasses disanneared. As fast as a blade 

of grass showed above the ground some hungry animal gnaw- 

ed it off. A few men sounded a note of alarm but the ow- 

ners declined to realize the aoroaching disaster and 

drifted along in their farcied opulence. 

Then came the inevitable. The winter of 1886 saw the 

almost extinction of the industry in the Northwestern 

states. Thousands of cattle tent into that winter never 

o see the spring flowers again. Iiil1ions of dollars were 

lost beyond hope of recovery. Great cattle companies went 

out of existence. In 1893 the Southwest went through the 

saine experience. 

Then there came a gradual readjustment of the 'bus- 

mess. Companies operated on borrowed capital and went 

'broke. A few with strong hopes still had faith in the 

business and carried on, but from that time to this, the 

cattle business ha been a. fluctuating one. 

In the early nineties the sheepinen began to gain a 

foothold on the ranges, especially in the Northwest. They 

steadily forced the cattle bac1 from their own rances. 

The sheepmen were much more able to cone with the elements 
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than was the cattlemen. He had his herd under his eye at 

all times and could move it to better feed before the 

animals became too v:eak to travel. He also found out much 

earlier than the cattlemen that hu:ing feed against a 

hard winter was money well invested. In many ways the 

sheepmen profited by the bitter experiences of the cattle- 

men and avoided many of their pitfalls. 

I'o matter what class of stock was grazed, i:hether 

sheep, cattle, or horses, the owners gave no heed to the 

morrow. It was a clear case of first come first served 

and the devil take the hindermost. Nobody dared save an 

acre for future uses, knowinR full well it would be sou- 

ght out. by some nomad with a hungry band of stock, and 

the feed eaten off to the grass roots in spite of pro- 

tests of the party of the first part. DIts as much mine 

as yours' was the answer to such protests. Each man look- 

ed upon the range grasses as something which he must grab 

before anyone else could reach it. 

Thus brought about bitter feelings between the cat- 

tie and sheepmen which soon terminated into bitter range 

wars. All over the west the conflicts between these two 

users of the ranges waged on, costing many lives, both 

human and animal, together with rreat financial losses. 

Armed men fought for the control of the ranges they had 

learned to call their own. Competition for the ranges 

became fiercier and fiercier. Many bloody conflicts took 

place in the Blue Mts. in Oregon, and in all other graz- 

sections. 
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Finally with government control of the ranges, the 

rsnge wars ceased. It is vvitT considerable pride that 

the Forst Service boasts that in the twenty-seven years 

they have controlled the lands, not one conflict has 

taken place between the sheepmen and the cattlemen. 

It can be easily seen that the ranges were 'oadly 

depleted. Much study was carried on as to the best method 

to improve them. Thus, it can he seen that the day of 

the all-year-round open range business has gone. In its 

rlace must come a proper ut.ization of the n'tural for- 

age, in such a way that the native grasses will regener- 

ate and bring on perpetual grazing on the ranges. (io) 

Scone of this paper 

This 1 not an original paper, but is a ccuoiiiation 

of material from many sources, put into a compact form 

in one volume and presented herewith1 

This plan is quite similiar to the plano used on the 

National forest. ranges, the main difference being that 

these ranges are situated in the higher elevation of the 

National forests while the privately owned rsrtges ale gen- 

erally situated in the lower altitudes. Also, the private 

owner in the rane business is not concerned with prevent- 

ing damage to tree growth to any certain extent. lie wishes 

to graze his animals in such a way that they will gain the 

most weight and leave his ranges in such a condition that 

he can use them year after year as a source of feed for 

his stock. 



Classification of the range 

The classification of the range to determine the 

areas best suited to the different classes of stock is 

the first important step toward the best use of the graa- 

Ing resources on the range. This cannot be overemphasized. 

It will be noted the importance of suitability of the 

range to the stock in determining the season of grazing, 

the grazing capacity, the management of stock, and losses 

from poisonous plants. (13) 

The main factors t.o be considered in determining the 

cuitability of the range to different classes of stock 

are taken up as follows: 

Character of the forage:- In general, cattle and horses 

use a grass range to better advantage than do sheer. By 

"Grass Range" I mean a range in which the dorninrit forage 

riants are true grasses, as distinguished from weeds and 

similiar forape such as we find in the higher mountain 

ranges. Sheer relish the tender green leaves and also the 

seeds of many grasses, but they eat sparingly of the 

coarse or dry stems and leaves. Cattle, on the other hmnd, 

consume a much larger portion of the coarse grass. Sheep 

will eat part, or all, of most veed sDeclea on closely 

grazed ranges and often prefer the succulent weed to true 

grass. On the other hand, only a small percentage of 

weeds are palatable to cattle. Both cattle and sheep eat 

considerable browse but sheep eat more than cattle, al- 

though cattle reach higher than sheep and get more forage 
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from high growing browse species , such as scrub oak, 

erc serviceberry, Amelanchier,and mahogany, Cerco- 

earus. For sheep to use brush range of large area readily, 

the brush should be in an oren enough stand to enable the 

sheep to move about through it. They will gradually work 

their way through and fully use small areas, however den- 

se the brush, if lt is palatable, unless the area is too 

wet. This is sometimes the case where willow browse occurs 

In wet meadows. Cattle will use dense brush range, but 

prefer open grass range or onen grass and browse range. 

Altitude:- Altitude alone makes little difference in the 

suitability of a range to cattle and sheep. The higher 

ranges, however, commonly run more to weeds and succulent 

forage of that nature and less to the true grasses, which 

fact tends to make them more suitable for sheep than for 

csttle. Also the hirther altitudes may be less suitable 

for eattle because of their rug-edness and rocky nature. 

Cattle become footsore from the rocks more easily than 

sheep; hence a rocky range will be better suited to sheep. 

Distribution of water:- This is an Imrortant factor and 

should be considered along the following facts. Sheep 

generally can go from three days to several weeks with- 

out water, depending upon the amount of succulent feed, 

the temperature, and the amount of rain or dew. In areas 

where there is a small amount of succulent feed, water 

is needed oftener; during a period of high temperature 

and during a period of drought, more water is needed. 



Cattle need water every two or three days, depend- 

Ing on the same factors listed above. In rough country 

cattle should not be obliged to walk over a mile for wat- 

er. Over this distance they get weary, footsore, and 

careless in their choice cf feed. This is especially 

true where noisonous plants are common. A weary and tired 

animal will walk along and consume anything that may be 

near. 

Insects:- The presence of such insects as flies, 

gnats, and mosquitoes sometimes makes it iirpractible to 

graze cattle or horses on ranges which otherwise would 

be suited to them. sheep are annoyed by these insects, 

but much less than are cattle and horses. 

Presence of_other"vsrmints" such as coyotes, bob- 

cats, etc., in eastern Oregon in the Blue Mts., especially, 

will make it necessary to run cattle on sheep ranges very 

often. It is in this region that many sheeo are lost each 

year through some wild animal. As they are run in small 

bands and controlled by the use of fences, without the 

aid of a herder, they are an easy prey for the wild ani- 

mals that are common in the surrounding foothills. 

Poisonousplants- The presence of poisonous plants 

on the range should be considered as follows: 

Larkspur is very Doisonous to cattle, but is harmless 

to sheep. lupine and Death Camas, on the other band, are 

very poisonous to sheeD and cause serious losses, but 

they give little trouble with cattle. These are probably 

poisonous to cattle if taken in large enough quanities 
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but in actual practice they seldom get enough to do any 

harm. These noisonous plants, and others, will be discus- 

sed in more detail under "Care of the Range". 

Common use:- If a range can he fully and nroperly 

utilized by either sheep or cattle alone, there is noth- 

ing t.o be gained by grazing two classes in common; but 

where the range supports a variety of plant species, in- 

cluding a good deal of grass, or where there is an app- 

reciable area of nie3dow range, cattle grazing, if not 

overdone, is a benefit rather than a detriment to the 

sheeD interests. On the other hand, sheep grazing on a 

cattle range where there is a good deal of weed feed, or 

on small areas difficult for cattle to reach, not only 

is economy but aids in maintaining the cattle feed by 

keeping down the weeds. (l) 

The old time belief that cattle will not graze on a 

range used by sheep is erroneous. It originated mainly 

when the ranges were badly overgrazed and there was lit- 

tle or no feed of any kind left for cattle after sheep 

grazing. Naturally, cattle would not stay on such a range. 

The advantages gained from common use of a range by 

cattle and sheep are very beneficial to the range. In 

the first place it prevents a waste of forage that will 

not ordinarily be consumed by either cattle or sheep. 

Secondly, it maintains a normal balance between the dif- 

ferent kinds of forage plants. 

Lambing :- On a range to he used by sheep, the 

location of a good lambing range is very important. The 
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young lambs need a range of low altitude, not subjected 

to storms and cold weather. Broken topography affords 

some nrotection from the winde. In addition, there should 

be ample green feed available for the ewes during the 

lambing period. 

Grazing Periods. 

In establishing grazing periods the first care should 

be to trevent damage to trie range through premature use. 

The growing herbage might be called a laboratory where 

plant nutrients are prepared. Repeated removal of this 

herbage year after year during the early part of the grow- 

inc' season destroys this laboratory, and by so doing, robs 

the vegeatlon of nourishment. As a result, the vitality 

of the forage plants is lowered, the forage production is 

reduced, and the weakened plants are unable to produce fer- 

tile.seed. Meanwhile, inferior species will be introduced 

as they are grazed very little by stock, and will eventually 

occupy the range. 

The damage to the forage plants from grazing is great- 

est immediately after growth begins and decreases as the 

growing season advances. Little or no damage is done after 

the plant has matured seed. In a broad sense grazing at 

any time before seed maturity may he considered premature, 

but in actual practice it has been found that there is 

little damage done if 'the stock are not turned on the 

range until twenty-five percent or more of the heads of 

the earlier forage grasses begin to show, or are conspicu- 
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aus in the sheath, which development comes normally from 

ten days to two weeks after growth begins. 

Grazing when the soil is very wet is another source 

of damage, resulting in packing the soil so that it har- 

dens when it dries; but here again, the greatest damage 

from trampling and packing is usually over by the time 

the main forage plants have been growing for about two 

weeks. 

The beginning of growth of grass for any given ex- 

posure is usually seven to ten days later for each thou- 

sand feet increase in altitude, There is, of course, a 

considerable variation in the time at. which growth begins 

on different exposures at the same altitude, but on the 

whole, altitude in any district is the large factor in 

determining the date at 'vhich the first grass will appear 

and from thi8 the time at which grazing my begin. 

As has been stated above, the earliest date which 

stock should he admitted to the ranre is about two weeks 

after the growth has begun. It will be necessary to study 

the forage for several years to determine when the open- 

ing of the range should be. (7) 

Seasonal Grazing After the Period of Grazing Begins. 

The shortage of rainfall throughout the West makes 

the growing season on any one range very short, but for- 

tunately variation in altitude and toìography makes it 

possible to have grazing suitable for all seasons of the 

year, when the ground is noti covered with snow. 
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Most of the stock, therefore, will spend the midsummer 

months on range perhaps two or three thousand feet greater 

in elevation than their winter quarters, which is not un- 

common. In planning a cattle or sheep ranch, one must ar- 

range for ranges of different altitudes and exposures, 

and, of course, the greater the differences in altitudes 

or exposures of the various ranges, and the shorter the 

drive between them, the better. (i) 

Summer ranges are those on which the grazing is best 

in midsummer. Such ranges are found almost entirely in 

the mountains where the winter snows are deep, and since 

these higher elevations are mostly within the National 

Forests, a Forest Service map of the respective forest 

is a crude map of the summer range. The grass is very dry 

in the plains and valleys during July and August and dur- 

Ing this season all of the ranchmen run their stock in 

the mountains, if this is possible. Green grass is help- 

ful to all classes of stock in midsummer, but it is imper- 

ative for ewes and lambs. Owing to severe spring and fall 

storms in the mountains, the season on the summer ranges 

is from four to five months. 

Winter ranges are those on which the grazing is best 

in the winter or in the spring and fall, The term "Winter 

Range" is used throughout the West, but about the only 

place where the grass is really best in mid-winter is in 

certain parts of Arizona and New Mexico. In other places 

"spring and fall ranges" would describe the condition more 

accurately, since outside of the mountains and high rnoun- 
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tain valleys the grazing is best at these seasons. If the 

gra is allowed to mature and the snowfall is light, it 

will furnish fair feed all winter. Usually the winter 

ranges, when supplemented with hay, bring the animals thr- 

ough the winter in good condition. The usual system is 

four monthe on hay in the winter, two months spring graz- 

ing on the lower altitudes or winter ranges, four months 

in the mountains on the summer ranges and then back to 

the winter range for two months of fall grazing. .here 

are some exceptions to this, but in no case does the stock 

run on the same land throughout the year. (10) 

Close of the Grazing Periods 

The close of the late erring grazing neriod should 

he governed by the time that grazing on the summer range 

may properly begin. If the spring range will not carry 

the stock on it until this date there are too many stock. 

The close of a summer grazing period shoul.d be governed, 

as a general rule, by weather conditions and by the supply 

of fall and winter grazing grounds. Late grazing, when 

not accompanied by bad management of the stock, will no 

injure the stock. However, it is riot. advisable, as a gen- 

eral rule, to graze the range in the fall as long as the 

stock can get enough forage to live on. 

The close of winter and string. grazing periodF should 

be governed by the main growing period of the vegetation 

on the range in question. If a range is to he kept up and 

a normal forage crop roduced over a period of years fol- 
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lowing, the vegetation must be given a chance to grow. 

This means that. the stock should be removed at the begin- 

ning of the main growing season. 

The question frequently comes up of shortening an 

established grazing period and proportionately increasing 

the number of stock. If the established season 15 such 

that the 1est and fullest us is being made of the range 

in question, any coniderab1e shortening of the grazing 

nerlod will result in waste of forage or overgrazing of 

the forage Diants preferred by the class of stock grazed. 

If the established grazing period is not such as to reeult 

in the beet and fullest use of the r.nge, the period should 

be ehanged and the grazing capacity redetermined after care- 

ful inspection. lt must be borne in mind that plants have 

their periods of highest palatability and that this varies 

for different important forage plants on the same area. To 

shorten a properly adjusted grazing period by setting a 

later date of orening would likewise result in waste of 

forage from many rapid growing plants drying up or reach- 

ing a stage of low palatability before grazing begins. 

Grazing Capacity 

Grazing capacity, as here used, means the number of 

stock of a given class or classes which a range unit will 

support for the period of grazing allowed. The ideal sought 

is the maximum number of stock which the unit will support 

each season over a period of years without injury to the 

range. If this ideal is to be realized, both overgrazing 

and unnecessary undergrazing must be avoided. 
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Ove rgrazl ng 

Overgrazing may be defined as grazing which reduces 

the forage crop during subsequent years, or what results 

in a change of the forage to undesirable species. One of 

the most difficult things to do is to determine whether 

or not a certain range is being overgrazed or overstocked. 

The condition of the stock is not a reliable indication, 

because, if grazed prematurely, the stock, though coming 

off fat, may yet have done serious damage. If not grazed 

until the grass is quite dry and mature the stock may 

come off thin and yet have caused no damage. 

The following more obvious ISearmarksil are the most 

reliable indicators of overgrazing that has taken place 

prir to the year of examination. 

1. The predominance of annual weeds and grasses such as 

knotuieed, tarweed, mustard, annual brome grasses and fee- 

cues; a dense stand of such species and a lack of variety 

in the species. This condition is a severe stage of over- 

grazing euch as occurs around bed-grounds which have been 

used for long periods e;ch year and for several years in 

successi on. 

2. Predominance of plants which have little or no value 

for any class of stock, such as sneezeveed, niggerhead, 

yellowweed, snakeweed, and gumweed. These and similiar 

Diants frequently occur in abundance over large areas of 

range and indicate that the range needs careful management 

to give better forage plants a chance to grow. 
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. The presence o. dead and partly dead stumps of shrubs, 

such as snowberry, currant, willow, serviceberry, birch 

leaf mahogany, and Gainbel-Oak. This condition usually in-. 

dicates that the most palatable grasses and weeds have 

been overgrazed. There may be some exceptions to this, 

as in the case of dwarfed willows on ranges where grasses 

,redominate above the timber line. Sheep sometimes kill 

the willow before the grasses are damaged. 

4. Noticeable damage to tree reproduction, especially to 

Western Yellow Pine reproduction on sheep range and Aspen 

reproduction on cattle range. Provided the natural condit- 

ions are favorable to aspen reproduction, lack of this 

growth, on a weed sheep range indicates overgrazing. On 

a sheep range where grass predominates, severe injury to 

Western Yellow Pine or aspen reproduction may indicate 

that the range is not well suited o sheep. 

. Trosion and barrenness, accompanied by a network of 

stock trails, where formerly there was a cover of vege- 

tation. These are typical of areas where overgrazing has 

reached the extreme stage. 

These conditions are perhaps more typical of overgrazed 

sheep rane than of overgrazed cattle range, but the gen- 

eral appearance of the two does not differ greatly then 

overgrazin' reaches a stage to be recognized by one or 

more of these "earmarks'. The min difference is that the 

weeds eaten by sheep are often found in abundance on over- 

grazed cattle range, while coarse grasses palatable to cat- 

tle are often abundant on overgrazed sheep range, 
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Prevention of Overgrazing. 

It will be noted that all of the above are indicators 

of damage already accomplished. Unfortunately, there is no 

way in which we can ride over a range and in one Inspection 

be sure that no damage is taking place. On the other hand, 

the man in charge of the rsnge cn he sure on this point. 

If he has followed a few simple precautions to prevent it, 

there will be no cause for overgrazing. These precautions 

are;(l) No range should be used before the grass is two 

weeks old or until the soil is reasonably dry.(2 No range 

should he grazed so heavily that there is mechanical in- 

jury to the grass through trampling or close cropping. 

() In all the normal years the stock should come off in 

good condition with some little feed left on the range. 

(4) The grass must have a chance to form seed at least 

every three or four years, and the following spring the 

seedlings should have a chance to grew, as will be more 

fully discussed under the subject of "Deferred and Rotat- 

ional Grazing". (See ie 4, Pastore 1vanagement) 

If these simple precautions are followed over all 

parts of the range, the stockmen may be reasonably cer- 

tain that his range will retain its productive capacity, 

or even improve, and that the indications of overgrazing, 

as described above, will not appear. If these precautions 

are not followed we may feel sure that overgrazing is tak- 

ing place although the direct evidence may not copear un- 

til later. () 
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Undergrazi ng 

A general failure to secure full utilization of for- 

age where a range is accessible is usually due to an in- 

sufficient number of the class or classes of stock to 

which the range is best suited. One class of stock might 

utilize fully the forage suited to them, while forage 

suitable to another class of stock was being wasted. Ad- 

ditional stock of the class already on the range would 

result in overgrazing. The solution is common use by the 

classes of stock o which the range is best suited. (8) 

Carrying Capacity. 

The western ranges are generally of a low carrying 

capacity. Outside of the heaviest timber and roughest 

mountains, about thirty to forty acres of mountain or 

forest range are needed for one cow for one season dur- 

ir.g the summer grazing, Spring and fall grazing must be 

provided for on the lower hills and plains. In reg ions 

of fifteen inches or more of rainfall, it requires from 

ten to fifteen acres for one cow during the season, or 

from twenty-five to fifty acres for one cow if the rain- 

fall is around ten inches. If no hay is used for winter 

feed it will require an additional twenty-five to fifty 

acres to carry a cow through the winter. Under favorable 

conditions one ton of hay and forty acres of grass will 

support a cow through the grazing season. Selected tracts 

might do better, enerally, a fair ratio between sheep 

and cattle is five to one. That is, five sheep will con- 

sume about as much as one cow. 
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Management of Cattle on the Range 

The first step i to see that the range in question 

is suited for cattle and that it way be reasonably exec- 

ted to afford satisfactory grazing 
for the number on hand 

for the entire season from the time the cattle come 
off 

of hay in the spring until the snow falls 
in the winter 

and forces them to go on hay again. This may require quite 

a little adjustment, but tae busínees cannot be on a per- 

mantly profitable basis until it is done. There has been 

entirely too much buying and selling of land on a specu- 

lative basis, but there needs to be much buying and sel-. 

ling with a view to build up ranches on which stock can 

be bandied efficiently and rofitab1y for the entire 

twelve months of the year. 

The number of cattle must le adjusted to the capacity 

of the range. A range will produce the maximum amount of 

beef per acre when there are barely enough cattle on it 

to consume the grass. If there are any more than this, 

the total amount of beef produced will be less, while if 

the number of cattle is doubled they will live but make 

no gains. In view of the fact that the crop of grass is 

always uncertin, more beef will be produced in the long 

run if we carry a few less stock than the rance vill sup- 

port on average years. In this way, a higher quality of 

beef cn he produced. A steer, on the average range, should 

gain at least one pound a day for every day he is out. 

One hundred steers should make one hundred pounds of beef 

a day. Put one hundred and fifty steers on the same range 
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and they will gain one-half a pound a day, or seventy-five 

rounds for the one hundred and fifty head. Put two-hundred 

steers on the same range and they gain nothing. Similiarly 

thirty pounds of alfalfa a day fed to ari eight-hundred 

pound steer will make one pound of beef, The saine amount 

fed to two steers will keep them alive, but will make no 

gain. Many of the ranpes would produce more beef and cheaper 

beef if they were stocked less heavily. 

After these adjustmens have been made the next thing 

to consider is the control of the cattle while they are 

on the range without the use of any more fence than is 

absolutely necessary. 

The number of cattle that cn be successfully run to- 

gether in one herd seems to be very elastic and is in near- 

ly all cases larger than any one cattleman is likely to 

possess. The Forest 3ervice has found that cattle may be 

run in herds of from one-thousand to three-thousand head 

with entire satisfaction from the standpoint of grazing 

management. The majority of herds are somewhat under one- 

thousand, thereby causing a subdivision of the range to 

reduce the number of cattle running together in one herd. 

Regardless of the size of the herd, however, the first 

move toward better management of cattle, as every stock- 

man will agree, is the separation of the steers from the 

breeding stock. This apparently can he done only by run- 

ning them on entirely separate ranges, or by fencing. 

It is already apparent, however, that a herd cf cat- 

tle, even though all steers, or all cows and calves, can- 
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not advantageously be turned loose on a range early in 

the spring and left to hustle for themselves until snow 

cornes. Cattle often form bad grazing habits. They select 

the lower meadows, in the spring, where the grass and water 

are the best at that time and there they stay; staying at 

firt because the best feed is there, but after that stay- 

Ing from habit and encouraged by the cormon practice of 

salting the cattle where they are, rather than where they 

ought to be, 

Salting Plans 

Cst.tle have a natural craving for salt, which may he 

used as a convenient means to put the cattle where they 

are wanted, instead of encouraging them to stay on old 

stamping grounds. Most cattle ranges contain area.s of wid- 1 

ely different altitudes and exposured, and in fact must 

do so if satisfactory grazing is to be provided for the 

entire season. It therefore becomes advisable to arrange 

the sait troughs in severl series; one series on the lower 

or earliest range, another on a somewhat later range, a 

third on a still higher range, and so on as far as may 

be necessary. 

Within each series some care should be taken as to 

the placing of the troughs. The salt. troughs should pract- 

ically always be fixed on the ridges and a considerable 

distance from water, so as to counteract the habit of 

standing around the water holes, The range should be care- 

fully inspected and the troughs placed on the areas that 

are undergrazed. This will require more work in distri- 
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buting the salt than where it is dumped at the nearest 

waterhole and it will also recuire some wcrk to see that 

the cattle find it. Usually, however, it takes but little 

driving or calling to bring the cattle to a new salting 

place, and when once there they usually remain. 

In distributing sait the main object should be to 

secure uniform utilization of range between salt and water 

over the entire range unit. The distance of salt from 

water will depend upon water distribution and tonography. 

No set rules can be laid down. The problem must be worked 

out on the individual range unit So as to secure the most 

uniform grazing possible and limit, as far as practicable, 

congregation of stock and overgrazing around water holes, 

salt grounds, and natural tasses. Ordinarily, salting places 

should not be more than one mile apart, and occasionally 

salting places well chosen at distances less than one 
mile 

apart will result in the use of range which otherwise 

would not be grazed until the more accessible parts are 

overgrazed. 

As the season advances and it becomes desirable to 

work the cattle back to later ranges, the first series 

of salt troughs should be abandoned and the salt placed 

in the second or higher series. Here again, some driving 

and calling will be necessary that the cattle may learn 

the new salt trough and at the same time the new range. 

This work will be irade easier, however, if care is taken 

that ali of the salt in the first series of troughs has 

been consumed and the cattle allowed to become a little 
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salt hungry before being moved to the second range. All 

this requires work and attention, but it is well repaid 

by the better distribution of the stock and the consequent 

better use of the range. It is also much cheaper than 

fencing into small tracts. 

Many of the old time range riders take pride in 

pointing out areas where"the grass looks goodto a tender- 

foot, but the cattle vili not eat it". With the exception 

of pine grass and one or two other species of very minor 

importance, this is a mistaken idea and theEe ndergrazed 

areas are usually in that condition because they are too 

far from salt or water, and because the cattle have formed 

the habit of grazing elsewhere. Likewise, the overgrazed 

areas are not necessarily areas of more palatable grass, 

but are areas on which the cattle have become accustomed 

to grazing. Much can be learned from a study of the natural 

habits of cattle, but too much dependence should not be 

placed upon it. 

It now seems fairly well demonstrated that cattle 

can be handled to maximum advantage in many cases through 

the distribution of salt and water, and without fencing, 

exceî't for the outside boundaries of the range and for the 

separation of steers and heifers, Not only does proper 

handling of salt and water enable the grazinr men to pre- 

vent local overgrazing and undergrazing without fencing, 

but it offers him ar economical and satisfactory way of 

putting into practice rotational grazing. 
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Salt and water have their greatest effect on the dis- 

t.ribution of cattle where the ranges are large and of low 

carrying capacity and where fencing would be very expen- 

sive. On the other hand, this method is least effective 

where he carrying capacity is large and a large number of 

cattle are run on a small area, 'out under these conditions 

fencing' is usually possible without prohibitive expense. 

Fencing, however, does not. eliminate the necessity for 

care in salting. There are many hundred-acre pastures where 

moving the salt trough vou1d be a very great improvement. 

Proper salting alone cannot he expected to bring about 

a perfect. distribution of cattle on the range, but, every- 

thing considered, it offers the greatesi possibility for 

immediate improvement with a minimum of expense and delay. 

mouflt! kinds 2. ! Cattle sho'ld have to 

pounds of salt a month while the Rrass is very green, and 

oneDoun4---a-nonth during the remairer of the season. 

All kinds of salt have been successfully used. for 

range purposes, but the general preference is for a coarse 

grsnulated salt of the kind commonly called crystal sack 

salt or rock salt. 

Salt Containers. Salt is usually placed in long log 

troughs or in board troughs. It is often placed on the ground, 

but this requires more frequent salting rind wastes considerable 

salt. On level or troirie rarges the troughs can be made of 

two inch lumber and hauled to the place where needed, ihile 

in mountain and timber ranges troughs made of logs are more 

economical. It does not take a great deal of work with a 
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tharp adz arid axe to make a good trough, and it is erìera11y 

posib1e to find logs in suiab1e places so that they need 

not e moved. Cn large ranges wñere the salting is done by 

hired labor, it a great advantage to number or same the 

salt boxes. The owner may then give definite instructions 

as to where to out the salt and will know when those instruct- 

ions have been carried out. A map of tTie range showing the 

location of the troughs is a great convenience. 

Sor. c Salt. Iany ranges are almost inaccessible 

to a vagan in the string. In such cases salt should he haul- 

ed and stored the previous season, as it is especially im- 

portant to have a good suuply of salt on hand during the 

early spring months when the cattle need it most. It is not 

difficult to build small cabins or storage boxes in which 

a considerable quanity of salt may be storod for future use, 

Wate r 

The water supply influences the distribution of cattle 

and the consequent utilization of forage more than any other 

single factor. Unfortunately, the control of wt.ering places 

on a range is limited, but improvements can usually be made 

at a reasonable expnse. Springs or seeps hich naturally 

furnish water only in small puddles or cow tracks will fur- 

nish clean water foi a nurer of cattle if fenced and the 

v;ater piped to a trough. In sorne places water for midsummer 

is obtained by collecting into storage tanks early in the 

season, water frcm small meadow areas which dry up in the 

midsummer months. Range is valuable, It cannot be used by 

cattle vdthout water. It should not be considered Dermanently 
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uufl1e until exhaustive considerations has been piven to 

no'sih1e ways of water deve1ornent. 

Fences 

Very often fences arc the most effective and most econ- 

omical means of controlling cattle on the range. In fencing, 

however, the firt considerarion should be given to fences 

to provide control which is vital to the range as a whole. 

The important objects of fences within the unit. are; 1. To 

make possible seasonal írazing and deferred and rotational 

grazing. 2. To segregate breeding st.oc from dry stock. 

7. To protect stock from poisonous plants.4. To hold pastures 

for stock during a roundur. F. Reserving pastures for sad- 

die stock. 6. To provide economy in handling the stock and 

in surervision of grazing. These possible needs should be 

considered in working out. the fencing plan for each unit. 

Protection and the best. use of the range resources should 

be given first consideration. (8) 

Riding 

The riders should see that. sait is always available, 

and t,hat. watering places and fences are in serviceable 

condition. After this they should see that the stock are 

kept well distributed and that they use ail parts of the 

range. Occasionally it is necessary to herd stock away from 

dangerous ioison areas, and attention may be needed to keep 

the bulls properly distributei with the breeding stock. 

Losses from any cause should be watched for, the cause det- 

ermined if possible, and preventative measures taken. Car- 

casses of dead animals should be burned i' buried as a 
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protection to the health of remaining animals. 

Tne number of stock one rider can look after varies 

from about two hundred and fifty to one thousand head, 

deending upon the range. The ideal o wcrk toaìd is 

alout two hundred and fifty,, or three hundred head of 

high grade stock accustomed to being worked. One man can 

then distribute the stock in small bunches where feed is 

best., see that bull service is adequate, and look after 

the general welfare of the stock so t.hat ].osses are neg- 

ligible and net returns per animal re st a maximum. (9) 

Management. of Sheep on the Range. 

In the handling of sheep with a herder, the problem 

of Dreventing overgrazing of practicing rotation gra- 

zing is comparatively simple, since the sheep are always 

under the control of the herder and may be grazed where- 

ver he wishes. The general principles are of course the 

same as with cattle and further discussion. of these fac- 

tors is not necessary except to say that a well thought 

out pisn of grazing is essential and that it. is especial- 

ly helrful to have maps showing the various camPs and wat- 

êring places. The very fact that sheep are In charge of a 

berder, however, brings about certain problems not encoun- 

tered with cattle. As early as 1909 investigations conduc- 

ted by the Forest Service showed that mountain summer range 

grazed by sheep, under fence, supported from 25 to 50% 

more sheep than were being grazed on the sanî acreage of 

similiar range on which the sheep were herded by the met- 
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Dastured sheer gained from five to eight pound' more inì 

weight than the herded sheep, Prom four years study of 

the actions of the s'iieep both in pastures and under dif- 

ferent net,iiods of erdirg on unfenced range, it was con- 

ciudec3 that the great difference in grazing capacity and 

in the growth of the sheep, as between pasturing and her- 

ding, was largely due to the following conditions: 

1. Ir the pasture the sheep were tedded down where nigLit 

overtook them insted of being trailed for a considerable 

distance to ari old bed ground ith con5uent damage to 

both the sheep nd the grass. 

. In the pasture he sheep did most of their grazing 

in the morning and late at night, while the herded 

sheep commonly h&d to spend much of this time in carp. 

3. In the pasture the sheer tended to bed on tiie open 

ridges instead of down in the canyons here 'the herders 

usually prefer to camp. 

', Lhe sheep ir the pasture grazed quietly in open for- 

mation instead of being crowded together and disturbed, 

which interferes with their grazing and needlessly tram- 

pies the grass. (4) 

These important benefits can fortunately be obtained 

through the adoo tion of better methods of herding and with- 

out resorting to fencing, which is always expensive and 

often inpossible. In addition, the herder ma:r give more 

attention to keeping lambs and ewes from being separated, 

keeping off predatory animals, arìd giving assistance in 
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many ways, These better methods of herding haire been tried 

out. in many experiments and perhaps fifty percent or more 

of the sheep grazed within the national forests are now 

herded under improved methods. 

Herding 

The essential thirips to be accomplished in better 

herding have already been indicated in the comparison of 

herding vdth pasturing; namely, 1, Do noti bed more than 

one, or at the most, two or three nights in the same place. 

2. Permit the sieep to graze early in the morning and late 

at night. 3. Bed the sheeD on the ridges rather than in 

deeD canyons. 4. Do not crowd them together in a close, 

compact band. 

In many localities, esrecially in the Southwest, these 

things are accomplished through what is known as the uburro 

system", in which the herder remains with his sheep all 

the time, carrying his entire outfit on a burro that has 

been trained to stay with the sheep. American herders., how- 

ever, often do not take kindly to this system, nd where 

red is good and the range not too heavily timbered, or 

brushy, good results are obtained by what is known as the 

tSblanketI or "bedding out" system. In this system the her- 

der has a central cmp where he does most of his cooking, 

and which is. moved' by the camp tender every few days, 

but every afternoon he puts his bed and tepee on his sad- 

die b.orse and moves out to the place where the sheep are 

to be bedded. He thus stays with the sheep all of the time 

except for a few hours in the middle of the day. 
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The sheeD are aJiowed to begin grazing soon after day- 

break so that they will fill up before t.Le heat of the day. 

Their course of travel is directed by the herder, and 1f 

necessary, te leaders are checked so that the herd will 

si-read out quietly over an area sufficient to nrovide for- 

ae for the morning. The herder moves quietly around the 

outside of the herd, keepinp track especially of the 1eader, 

but not disturbing them except. where necesssry to check them 

0r change +heir direction. Special care Ehould ie taken to 

rrevent crowding the hecp together, and the use of dogs is 

really not necessary except in cases of emergency. Open her- 

ding is not mcre difficilt than close herding, and the sad- 

die horse largely replaces the dcgs. 

Between seven and nine o'clock ir the mornii during 

the summer the sheep usually settle down e rest. They will 

nüt move far during the varm art cf the day and need not 

be disturbed, but the herder goes around the outside of the 

band oôcaslonally to see that none or the sheep are straying 
off. 

While the sheep are resting, the herder has several 

hours, during which tiiue he returns to the supply camp 

8nd does his cockinc: and camp vork for the day. Herders wno 

follow this plan usually eat two meals a day Et the supply 

camp, one upon arrivi in the morning and one before leaving 

to round up the sheep for the nitht. The supply camp should 

he close enourh so that the herder will te a1lo to go around 

the band occasionally while they are resting, which means 

that the camr will have to be moved frequently. During thee 
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scouting trips a 'oedding place for the night is selected 

an the tepee, 'aed arid salt for the sheep are moved to tie 

nevv location. 

The site for the 'aed ground should he comparatively 

oren, free from down timber and brush, and larger than the 

sctual bedding sace required. On an open site the lambs 

cn find their mothers with the least difficulty, there is 

less danger from attack by predatory animals, and there is 

less danger of a pi1e or of crippling of sheep in case 

the band is frightened during the night. 

High dry mounds or ridFes make the best bedding grounds. 

Sheep bedded in canyons with adjacent open or fairly oien 

country have a tendency to leave the bed ground and drift 

to the ridges, but, on the other hand, they rarely drift far 

from n ridge into a canyon. Where there is much heavy timber 

and brush, small openings are of vital importance, and their 

locations should be known and grazing so planned as to use 

them to the best advantage. 

In gthering the sheer in the evening it is important 

that the herder circle the outermost tracks made by the sheep 

during the day. From this outer circle the sheep are turned 

tovard the site selec'ed for the bedding grounds. St.ragp;lers 

and isolated sheep are collected into a loose band near the 

bed ground, They may then graze in this formation until they 

bed for the night. Meanwhile, the herder moves about them 

constnt1y counting the bells and markers and watching the 

ewes and lambs, Lambs that. cannot find their mothers, or 

ei'es that cannot find their lambs, in a reasonable time, 
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are indice.tors that the sheep are riot all in, Care in round- 
Ing up the sheep at night cannot be overemphasized. The 

greatest losses occur from leavinr small lunches away from 

the band, suiject t o attack by predatory animale, There i, 

how(ver, les3 loss from +his source when the sheep are bed- 

ded but one night ir. a place than where a central bed ground 

is used. Predatory animals seem to cain courage with familiar- 
ity and are more apt to .tto.ck aftr the sheep have been bed- 

de1 a few nights in the srne place. Also sheep are more apt 

to stray away when bedded on an old ground where the grass 

Is all gone, 

We recognise the fact that on some ranges the topogra- 

hy is such that it is diffIcult or imosible to handle 

the sheep in the most ideal manner, Also, sheepmen 

have been unable, as yet., to persuade their herders to a- 

dopt new methods. The fact remaim3 thst the best lam's are 

obtained only when the conditions above outlined are met 

to at least a reasonable degree. The extent. to which the 

best interests of the range and of the lamh are tc he sac- 

rificed to the convenience of the operator is a matter for 

discussion in the individual case. 

Waten ng 

The length cf time sheep may be away from vater depends 

upon the character of the forage and the weather. On high 

mountin summer ranges, within the Nation&l forests, sheep 

have been grazed successfully during the entire summer with- 

out water, hut they must be handled very carefully, and they 

do no make the best gains under these conditions, Ordinarily, 
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viLen t.he vegetation is $ucculer1t, the veather cool, and 

henvy dew is frequent. sheep do not reqiire water oftener 

than every three or four days. However, during the hot, dry 

days, they will do best where shade, forage and water are 

convenieLt, and such places should be reserved for this 

period. Cool weather and storms ordinarily make watering 

oftener than every three or four days unnecessary, and bar- 

ren stretches at some distance from water can be grazed to 

advantage. (r') 

If the sheep are herded as suggested in the Dreceding 

'osragraphs, watering oftener than every few days is not only 

unnecessary but may not 'be for the best interest of the sheep, 

especially if ±hey can reach water only by traveling several 

miles into deeD canyons. In going to water they should 'be 

grazed, rather than driven, nd should reach water in the 

late morning or midafternoon. An hour on vater during these 

reriods of the day is sufficient. After this they are moved 

away so as to avoid unnecessary contamination of the water. 

Salting 

About one-hundred pounds every five days for twelve han- 

dred ewes and their lambs shoud be the minimum. Salting every 

night on a new bedding ground helps to make the sheep contented 

during the night nd is to 'be advised wherever nossible. In any 

case, salt should 'oc given at least every five days. It should 

'be distributed, One or two handsful in place, on rocks, clean 

ground or grass. Sand or gravel in the salt. may result in marked 
injury to the teeth. If salt is distributed in small piles, 'be- 

fore the sheep arrive at the salting ground, there will be com- 

paratively little waste, and all of t'ne sheep will get salt in 
a short time. 
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Stock Poisoning Plants and Their Control 

The annual toll of the poisonous plants is surprising- 

ly heavy, and with the increase in livestock values the 

seriousness of these plants becomes greater, On the open 

ranges the losses from poisonous plants is much greater 

than that from infections and contagious diseases, Losses 

from these plants re a.so said to be much greater than 

those caused by predatory animals, 

Every stocicnan should know the leading Doisonous plants, 

finding out where they crow and why they cause poisoning, 

then so manage hi stock that. they do not have access to 

dangerous plants. This is an underlying princirie of a rat- 

ional policy in stock management to avoid lcsses from poi- 

sonous plants. Cure must not be relied upon. They are too 

uncertain even if poisoned animals are discovered before 

death. Fully half of the deaths due to poisonous riants 

occur before the suffering animals are discovered by the 

owners, (ii) 

Conditions Affecting Stock-Poisoning 

The condition of the roisonous plant, the condition 

of the animai, the season of the year, and abundance of 

feed are the big factors ir the stock management problem. 

These factors vary so much in different localities and 

from year to year that the farmer should regard his ovin 

problems as demanding his own personal study. Some of the 

most important. points to he kept in mind may be discussed 

here. 

The Plant. It is not enough to know that. a certain 

Diant contains a violent poison. One must also consider 
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whether plants are li1ely to 1e eaten in the pasture or on 

the range, or at the season of the year when dangerous, ard 

whether the poison is contained in the part of the plant 

usually eaten. For example, larkspur is most dangerous be.- 

fore blossoming t.iine;the poison in the water hemlock is 

mostly in the rootstock. 

The Animal. Young animals are more susceptible to poi- 

soning than old ones, and animals new to a locality are 

more likely to eat poisonous plants than those familiar vith 

the region. Sheep are thought to be immune to larkspur poi- 

soniñg. Cattle are probably ju$t as susceptible t. death 

oamas poisoning as sheep, but because of their larger body- 

weight the cattle seldom get a sufficient amount to cause 

pcisoning. Hungry sheep or a band driven hurriedly through 

lupine are more likely to eat a large amount of the conspic- 

uous plant than if they were well fed, or allowed to drift 

slowly through and select their feed more carefully. 

Scarcity cf Feed. The presence of good grass and for- 

age in fields where poisonous plants 

niains the absence of poisoning when 

expected. It is known that larkspur, 

cherry, and millweed ore all more li 

there is little else t.o eat. or where 

uous vegetation. (12) 

are known to grow ex- 

it might otherwise be 

water hemlock, wild 

kely t.o be eaten when 

they form the conspic- 

Prevention of Poisoning 

Since scarcity of fced is by far the most important 

reason for the esting of Doisonous plants by stock, every 

possible effort must he made to avoid the conditions which 

are likely to cause feed shortage such as over-grazing, 
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over-ocking of the ranges, leaving stock on the range 

after the feed is eaten, using the same driveways or 'oed- 

ding grounds too often, cr turning stock onto the range 

too early in the spring or when the snowfall has covered 

te grass. Special cre must. be observed during the dry 

season which ye1d & poor growth cf forage. Cattle muet 

e prevented from acquiring the common habit of feeding 

in certain sections of the range and depleting the forage 

there in spite of the presence of t'etter pasturage ori the 

sme range at no preater distance. The best rules to be 

observed in managing stock so as to minimize the danger 

of poisoning may be summarized as follows: 

1. Use the range when the plants are least poisonois. 

Death camas dries up after blossoming and fruiting time, 

so that the danger Deriod has psssed by May o June. Lark- 

snur may persist until late summer oi fall. The lutines 

are nost dangerous in late summer or fall. 

2. Graze areas infested with poisonous plants with stock 

not affected by these plants. Cattle are not affected by 

death camas and sheep are not affected by larkspur to any 

certain extent. 

3. Supply additional feed if raflge is short; handle stock 

quietly; avoid excessive driving or roundinr up vvith dogs; 

avoid grazing in mass formation. 

4. Use a new sheep bedding ground each night. 

Elim1nt the fixed driveway, wherever practicable. 

6. E'rdicte poisonous plants or fence the area. 

7. Inspect all your fields and pastures for the presence 

of poisonous plants. (ii) 



SPRING LARKSPUR (DELPHINIUM MENZIESII) 
This is the most common of the low larkspurs, extending from Colorado to the Sierras, and causes heavy 

losses of cattle 

X 
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The Principal PoisonouF Plants 

Lack of space will prevent a thorough discussion of 

all poisonous plants found on the ranges. However, the 

majcr ones, causing the greater amount of damage will be 

taken up and discussed. 

Larkspur -Dehinium menziesli and other species. 

The larkspur species of the western ranges can 'be divi- 

ded into two groups, the tail a.nd the low iarksnur. The for- 

mer species prefers the moist, sheltered gulches and canyons 

of the higher ranges. The low larkspur grows on open bill- 

sides, in drier localities than the tall sDecies, and at 

sornewht lower elevations. 

It is prob'be that more deaths among cattle on western 

ranges are caused by larkspur than by any other poisonous 

plant. So far as observations and experiments show, sheep 

are never poisoned by larkspur; on the contrary, the plants 

are considered. to be good forage for them. 

All the parts of the plant above ground are poisonous; 

most of the tubie is caused by the leaves, but sometimes 

'by the flowers also. The seeds contain more active poison 

than the rest of the plart, but they hardly ever cuse death 

as they are readily disseminated upon reaching maturity and 

are not sought for by stock. 

Experiments with feeding larkspur show that an animal 

must eat about three per cent of its own weight in order to 

he fatally poisoned. Thus, an animal veighing 800 pounds 

would have to eat about twenty-five pounds of the plant, 

although the fatal dose varies witi the age of the plant, 

and the condition of the animal. 



TUBER WATER HEMLOCK (CICUTA VAGANS) 

The species of Cicuta growing in the northwestern part of the Unit-ed States. Cicuta, commonly known 

to stockmen as parsnip, is the most poisonous of all our native plants, and grows in damp valleys and 
along irrigating ditches 
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TUBER WATER HEMLOCK (CIcuTA) VAGANS 
uiig plant with the rootstoek. aiid a longitudinal section of the rootstoek By the transverse chambers ,wn in the longitudinal seeuon of the rootstock the Cicuta can readily be distinguished from any other laut growing in the Sanie beauty 
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Larkspur poisoning a1wys causee constipation, and re- 

covery usua11 follows if this condition can 'ce relieved. 

Bloating occasionally occurs, and sornetime death is cau- 

sed by choking. Animale ooisoned by larkspur fall in a 

peculiar mnner; the fore ls give way, and the anirnl 

supports itself by its heed, and by spreading its hind 

legs. The entire body cuivers, there is a lack of muscular 

control, excessive salivation, \eak, rapid pulse, and evi- 

dently extreme pain in the Ñbdomen, probably due to con- 

stipati on. 

The larkspur can be erndicted by grubbing, cutting 

or grazing the area by sheep. The gruhUng cn be done 

for as low as four dollars per scre or as high as fifteen 

dollars er acre, depending on the costs of labor. Hungry 

cett.le should not be driven over infested areas. (4) 

Water Hemlock - Cicuta vagans aid other eDecies. 

This plant is found only in moist or wet localities, 

as along the banks of strams and irrigation ditches., in 

swamps, and on ild, moist hay land, usually in isolated 

patches. 

Aithougil there is a coniderahle difference of opinion 

among investigators s.s to the number of animals poisoned by 

water hemlock, there is no doubt that all of the higher 

animals, including man, are susceptible to the poison, A 

larPe roorticn of the animals cisoned by ;ater hemlock 

die, for there is small chance of saving them. 

Investigators differ again as to the tcxic properties 

of the stems arid leaves of the water hemlock. The general 

opinion, however, is that the whole of the plant is poison- 
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DEATH CAMAS (ZYGADENUS VENENOSUS) 

The Meadow species of death camas growing most abundantly in the Pacific States 
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ous, at least during the early stges cf its growth, al- 

though there is much less danger in the part above ground. 

Most of the oisonous principle of Cicuta is contained in 

the root, which is so virulently poisonous that a very small 

amount appears sufficient to kill any of the higher animals. 

Symptome of Cicuta poisoning are frothing at the mouth, 

excessively urinal flow, very violent conv1leions, arching 

of the back and evidence of severe 'ain. The breathing is 

apparently labored and the heart action irregular, The action 

of this noisoning is very rapid. Cattle have been known to 

die within fifteen minutes after the first symDtoms appear. 

Because water hemlock grows in wet soil, and the roots 

are only about six inches below the ground it is an easy 

matter to eradicate the lent by grubbing, if for any reason 

grubbing is impracticable, it is ot difficult to fence stock 

away from infested areas, for it is almost invariably con- 

fined to isolated Datches. (12) 

Death Camas - gadenus elegans and others. 

Species of death camas are frequently found in shallow 

depressions or ravines along the slopes of hills and mountains 

and grow either as scattered specimens mingled with other 

vegeation, or in masses, sometimes covering several acres. 

Most of the losses of stoci: from death camas roisoning 

occur among sheep, taking place early in the spring, before 

other forage plants are abundant, and on ranges which have been 

ove z. 
The entire p1a.t is known to be poisonous although the 

bulb contains a large amount of active poison, though evi- 
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WI-WlL LOCO WEED (OXYTROPIS LAMBERTII) 
This is the most destructive of all the loeo weeds, not because of its greater toxicity but beecause of is wide distribution, extending from northern Canada to central Texas, and from the Conti- nental Divide to the western part of Minnesota. Tt poisons horses, cattle, and sheep 
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dently less than the seed. Whether or not the bulb is eaten 

by sheep depends upon the condition of the ground and the 

ease with which the bulb can 'oc Dulled up. 

The amount of death camas required to cause deth de- 

erdE upon the size of the animal and \hether or not it is 

hungry. A mature sheep must, eat from one and a half pounds 

to five pound of the plant to cause fatal poisoning and 

lambs corresondingly less. 

The more pronounced general syrnptos of poisoning 

from this 1ant are frothing at the mouth, vomiting, rest- 

1essness, weakened heart action, irregular,. spasmodic breath- 

ing, convulsions, bloating, weakness of the muscles, and 

general nara.lysis. Animals sometimes lie unconscious for 

several hours before death. 

The beef. known means of combating death camas poison- 

ing is prevention. All stockmen should become acquainted 

with the plant and take every precaution to keep their sheep 

aws. from it, esecial1y in early string before an abundance 

of nutritious feed is available. (ii) 

Loco Flants -Oxytrs and Astragals 

Loco plants are members of two ,enera - Oxytropis and 

Astragal1io.The most destructive of these plants is the 

so-called Lambert's White, or rattleweed loco, so called 

because the rattling ofthe pods as one touches them when 

the seed is mature resembles the sound of a rattlesnake. 

Loco weeds are among the most destructive of all the 

poisonous plants. Losses in regions where the rurple loco 

is the only noisonous weed are almost entirely C0 med to 



horses, ir1e, and sheep. Cattle seldom crop the plant. 
The effects of eating loco derend largely upon the animal 

itself. Some animals eat a limited amoint. f the plant at 
certain times of the year for a nunfber of seasons without 

anDarent harm, but others die within a fev months or in a 

few weeks. Losses froir loco poisoning are heaviest among 

young $heap and. horses, a older animals rarely acquire 

the loco habit except where good forage is scarce. 

Loco poisoning may he acute, resulting fatally with- 

in a few days, or it may be slow, workirg for mon+hs or 

even as long as a year. The ef'ects of the poison are cum- 

alative; arJnials never become immune to it. The first. 

ymptoms are stuDidity and general loss of condition. The 

anirnls show marked lack of muscular control and become 

very nervous and excitable. The gait i irregular and 

staggering, the eyes are glassy, and the sight is impaired 

or lost altogether. A rough shaggy coat is characteristic. 
The loss of muscular control causes the animal to act in 

an abnormal manner, aDparently seeing things incorrectly 

or as the exact opposite of what they are. For example, a 

horse will leap high over a rut in the road or crouch to 

rass under an imaginary barrier. It shies at nothing and 

runs up against obstructions. Cattle are similiarly affect- 

ed. They jump, start, and tremble, tossing the head violent- 

ly. They become crazed, lose flesh, and death results from 

star'ati on. 

The symptoms in sheep and goats are less violent. They 

usuelly become very weak and sttpd, and stumble and fall, 

rising with great difficulty. Locoed sheep ar difficult 
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to herd, for tbey tend to stray away from the flock and 

are often very stubborn. Lhe fleece comes off in patches. 

he animal is unable to tike care of itself and is liable 

to fall in fl0015 of water and drown. Death resulte from 

the exhaustion following the severe COflVU.iSjOflS. Consti- 

pation is a general symptom of loco poisoning in all ani- 

mais. This can be relieved by giving a dose of Epsom salts. 

The dose for mature cattle is about one pound, given as 

a drench; for calves, two ounces mature sheep, four oun- 

ces. i'ood of a laxative character such as alfalfa and oil 

meal should be given. 

As loco plants do not reprodúce from rootatocks, they 

may be killed by cutting off the root two or three inches 

below the ground. The plants are very stubborn, and the 

seeds long-lived, producing a continuous crop. These seeds 

are not carried very far by the wind; hence there is lit- 

tie danger of new olants starting on lands adjoining loco- 

infested areas, 

Special care should be taken to keep young animals 

away from loco-infested areas, particularly where other 

forage is scarce. As all domestic animais are more or 

less imitative, those having the loco habit are likely 

to teach others the same habit. Therefore locoed animals 

should be pastured by themselves or, better still, disposed 

of. If grubbing out the loco plants is impracticable, eit- 

her the badly infested areas should he fenced against 

stock, or the animals should not be herded on these lands. 

(4) 
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SILKY LUPINE (LUPINUS SERICEUS) 
Many of the speciesoflupineare poisonous, and are the cause of the larger part of the heavy losses of sheep during the late summer and fall months, Sheep arc poisoned by eating the pode and seeds 
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Lupines -Luus 
The luDines are given many common names, The more 

common of these are iDlue-bean, blue pea, Indian bean, 

old maid1s bonnét, Q,uaicer's-bonnet, and sundial, 

Lupines are found in 'ractically ali western graz- 

ing regions. They grow so abundantly in some localities 

that solid tracts of the blossoms are visible for miles. 

There are only three species in the Atlantic States and 

these are neither so widely distributed nor so abundant 

in the west, where aboutS twenty-five species are represent- 

ed. The srecies do not usually occur in cultivated soil 

or in swamps, nor often on river fiats. Most of them rre- 

fer the slo'es of hills, or portions of mountain ranges 

at moderate elevations. vIost lupines are fairly good for- 

sge plants if not eaten at the poisonous stage of their 

growth. 

A few cases of lupine poisoning of range cattle have 

been reported, but the majority cf cases are those affect- 

ingsheep. Many heavy losses of sheep from this cause dur- 

ing late summer and fall are on record. One report states 

that one-hurdred-fifty sheep out of two-hundred died from 

lupine poisoning. These animals were very hungry and ate 

the plants when the pods were developed, but the seeds 

not entirely riDe. 

The fruit of lupines is frequently the cause of fatal 

sheep poisoning. Post-mortem exiinations of the stomachs 

of poisoned sheep which have been found to contain a large 

quanity of the pods and seeds of lupine, prove that lupine 
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hay is very dangerous to stock if it is cut when the pods 

are fully develcped and filled with ripe seed, Sheep are 

fond of the green pods cf lupine, which have a sweet taste. 

Animals poisoned by lupine hccome crazed, move aboutj 

with an irregular stggering gait, froth at the mouth, 

and butt at any object in their way. Flow of urine is in- 

creased, frequently containing blood. 

Lupine shoud not be cut for hay until the pods are 

ripe enoug'i to shed their seed before the hay is stored. 

This may be done about the middle o-f August; but, if there 

is any dcubt in the matter, one or two sheep should he fed. 

with the hay as a test before it is given to all of the 

flock. It is best, however, to cut the plant when it is 

in bloom or not to use lupine for hay until more is def- 

int.ely known about t.he time when the plant may be eaten 

with safety. 

The above named plants are the major poisonous plants 

cauirìg most of the damage on the western stock ranges. 

There are a few other minor species that cause little darn- 

age that will be mentioned here. (4) 

Milkweed - Aselepias. Causes losses of sheer, cattle and 

horses throughout its range, and in some sections these 

losses have been known to be very great. It occurs in the 

foothills of Arizona, New Mexico and Southern Colorado. 

Laurels - Ericaceae. Heavy losses from "lurel roisoning 

of sheep are not. uncommon on western ranges where other 

forage is scarce. The principal snecies are; Smooth men- 

zieia (Menziesla glahella), black laurel (Leucothoe Davis- 

ae), Labrador tea (Ledurn glandulosurn), and white laurel 



RUBBER WEED (ACTINEA RICHARD5ONI) 
For a long time the rubber weed has been believed to cause losses of sheep in northern New Mexico and 8OUthern Colorado 



WESTERN SNEEZEWEELD (HELENIUJM HOOPESLI) 

This plant speeia1Iy in ltalì eaus's serious losses of sheep 
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(Aa1ea occidentalis). White rhododendron (Rhododendron 

a1if1orum), mountain isurel (Yalrnia 1itifo1ia), and stag- 

ger brush (Teppieris mariana) are other s'necies causing 

some daiwge. 

Wcody Aster - Xylorrhiza Parryl. This plant is found in 

abundance in Wyomin and is reported to be the cause of 

heavy losses of sheep. There is no doubt that it is poi- 

sonous, but, because of its tough, fibrous quality, sheep 

are not fond of it and will not eat it unless they have 

no other forage. 

Western Sneezeweed -}{elenium_i-tgesii, This riant. occurs 

readily in the Rocky Mountains, from Wromirg to Arizona, 

and westward to California. It causes the so-called spew- 

Ing sickness in sheep. LIany sheep die from this disease 

each year and experience has taught the stock owners that 

prevention is the only reliable method of remedy. As the 

range is built up this plant is replaced by good forage 

species. (12) 

Pasture Management 

Seeding Requirements. 

An overgraze range may be so depleted that natural 

revegetation will not toke place. In this case it will 

he necessary to artifically reseed the area. Then with 

proper management, the range can be brought bc1c to a 

profitable basis. 

The best results of seeding are obtained in regions 

having from fifteen to twenty inches of rainfall, and a 

growing season of about one-hundred days, and below timber- 



line, The soil should 'oe of a fine texture, with lots of 

organic matter, and fairly deep. 

sowing in the fall gives the best results as the seeds 

germinate quicker, there is a uniforrri development of seed- 

lings, and the 1osi of seedlings is iet as comnared with 

spring planting. By sowing at this time of the year the 

seed is allowed to lie dormant until the following spring 

when they can germinate with the warm spring rains and 

have e full growing season to build up plant tissue to 

guard against the following winter. 

Seeding by means of broadcast sowing or with a small 

hand seeder has been proven very satisfactory methods to 

use. I' possible, the seed should he harrowed in or if 

this is impracticable, merely driving a band of sheep over 

the area will trample the seed in sufficiently. 

The species giving the best results are tLie common 

brome grasses, Kentucky-blue-grass, Timothy, Orchard- rase, 

Redtop, and several wheat grasses. (6) 

- After the area is seeded extrerr cire iouid be taken 

to prevent the plants from being damaged by any source. They 

should he protected until they are able to withstand the 

effects of grazing to a large extent. In mountainF it may 

be Lecessary to keep the stock off the area the entire fir6t 

season. On any seeded area the practice of deferred and rot- 

ational grazing should he adhered to so as to prcvent another 

cost of reseeding the area due o overgrazing. 

In orer that a plant may successfully establish itself 

and produce seedlings, it should produce forage in the spring, 

and have a good suDply of seed to establish seedlings with 
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which to retroduce itself. The oracti.ce of deferred and 

rotational razin makes these thins possi'ole in the ftp- 

plication of this method. 

T'te essential prinCiries of deferred and rotational 

grazinp are: 

l.An Dverprazed area that supplies forage from time of 

seed mturity to end of grazing season, is prctected from 

stock invasion until the seed crop:ha matured. 

2. When the seed crop matures, the forage is closely era- 

zed during the first season, but not to an extent which 

will cause injury to the seed croo1 

3. The same area is protected to about the same date the 

next yer, until the plants have become thoroughly esta1- 

lihed, before the stock are turned on it.. 

4. When the area is reseded, it is grazed early in the 

season, and a second area of sufficient size is protected 

from stock until trie forage has matured and the above steps 

followed out for this second area. 

. Alternate the grazing after seed maturity from one area 

to another. This allows a seed crop to mature. 

The advantages of deferred and rotational graying is 

that there is no lost forage while the land is being re- 

seeded and the tlanting of seed inure s satisfactory 

establishment of seedlings. (14) 

Burning of Pasture Lands, 

There are many people who stili have the old mistaken 

belief that the burning of the pasture lands every year 



increaea the foraFe production on the'e lands. This prac- 

tice i becoming less and less each year hut these fe'.; 

persistent Etockmen c&iue a few words to be said at this 

t.ime in the fa11áces of this belief. They perFist that 

'burning is eneficia1 because of the fo11owin' misbeliefs; 

1. Burning improves the character of the for.ge. This is 

true for the first year but after repeated burnings the 

land is devoid of mineral nutrients vili not produce 

an adequate supply of forage. 

Ç. brings early spring gro'vth thereby allowing an early 

opening of the spring grazing season. For the ane reason 

as in number one above, The land will not rroduce this very 

long and the early grazing season i r.o mere. 

3. The burning increases the productivity of the soil due 

to the liberation of lime. It. is true that lime is liberated, 

but., the valuble mineral nutrients that the planf is depend- 

ent on for growth , are also liberated. 

4. The greater density right after a burri helps the ater- 

shed rrotection by decreasing the surface run-off. What act- 

ually takes place is that the fire destroys the valuable for- 

ae and makes it unavailable for livestock. On fhe other hand, 

grazing utilizes f.he forage, ,nd prevents it from beòoming a 

fuel for fire. The vegetation on the ground adds humus t.o the 

soil, increase the water holding capacity, and lessens the 

evaporation of the soil. 

After a burn it is not very long until the srea is 

covered by undesi.rble species such as, milkweed, fireweed, 
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a few shrubs such as hazel, scrub eak, and other unfavor- 

able species. Thedesirable crasses are crowdec out by 

these plants and iniide of five years, as a rule, the land 

is covered by these undesirable Diants, Then this occurs 
the stoc1cin generalay move to another range and. repeats 

his malicious burning in the same way on this area until 
it too is no longer able to produce the valiahle grasses. 
Thus he keeps on moving and, by taking the cream of the 

crop the first year after each burn on a new area, he 

naturally believes that the burning has created these 

favorable conditions If he could just go over hs area 

behind him he could readily see the damage he has wrought. 

(4) 

-Fini s- 
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